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We present ADE-4, a multivariate analysis and graphical display software. Multivariate analysis methods available in ADE-4 include usual one-table methods like principal component analysis and correspondence analysis, spatial data analysis methods (using a total variance
decomposition into local and global components, analogous to Moran and Geary indices), discriminant analysis and within/between groups analyses, many linear regression methods
including lowess and polynomial regression, multiple and PLS (partial least squares) regression
and orthogonal regression (principal component regression), projection methods like principal
component analysis on instrumental variables, canonical correspondence analysis and many
other variants, coinertia analysis and the RLQ method, and several three-way table (k-table)
analysis methods. Graphical display techniques include an automatic collection of elementary
graphics corresponding to groups of rows or to columns in the data table, thus providing a very
ecient way for automatic k-table graphics and geographical mapping options. A dynamic
graphic module allows interactive operations like searching, zooming, selection of points,
and display of data values on factor maps. The user interface is simple and homogeneous
among all the programs; this contributes to making the use of ADE-4 very easy for nonspecialists in statistics, data analysis or computer science.
Keywords: Multivariate analysis, principal component analysis, correspondence analysis,
instrumental variables, canonical correspondence analysis, partial least squares regression,
coinertia analysis, graphics, multivariate graphics, interactive graphics, Macintosh,
HyperCard, Windows 95
1. Introduction

ADE-4 is a multivariate analysis and graphical display software for Apple Macintosh and Windows 95 microcomputers.
It is made up of several stand-alone applications, called modules, that feature a wide range of multivariate analysis methods, from simple one-table analysis to three-way table
analysis and two-table coupling methods. It also provides
many possibilities for helpful graphical displays in the process
of analysing multivariate data sets. It has been developed in
the context of environmental data analysis, but can be used
in other scienti®c disciplines (e.g. sociology, chemometry,
geosciences, etc.), where data analysis is frequently used. It
is freely available on the Internet network. Here, we wish to
present the main characteristics of ADE-4, from three points
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of view: user interface, data analysis methods, and graphical
display capabilities.
2. The user interface

ADE-4 is made up of a series of small independent modules
that can be used independently from each other or launched
through a HyperCard interface. There are two categories of
modules: computational modules and graphical ones, with
a slightly dierent user interface.
2.1.

Computational modules

Computational modules present an `Options' menu that
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Elements of the user interface of computational modules. A: the Options menu serves to choose the desired method. B: the main dialog
window allows the user to type in the parameters of the analysis (data ®le name, weighting options, etc.). When the user clicks on the hand icon
buttons, special dialog windows (C) make the selection of these parameters easier During time consuming operations (e.g. computation of the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of large matrices), a progress window (D) shows the state of the program. At the end of the computations, a text
report is generated (E) displaying the results of the analysis
Fig. 1.

enables the user to choose between the possibilities available in the module. For example, in the PCA (principal
component analysis) module, it is possible to choose
between PCA on correlation or on the covariance matrix
(Fig. 1A).
According to the option selected by the user, a dialog
window is displayed, showing the parameters required for
the execution of the analysis (Fig. 1B). Values are set using
standard dialog windows (Fig. 1C). A progress window
shows the computation steps while the analysis is being performed (Fig. 1D), and a text report that contains a description of input and output ®les and of analysis results is
created (Fig. 1E).
2.2.

Graphical modules

Graphical modules also present an `Options' menu to
choose the type of graphic and a `Windows' menu
(Fig. 2A). The latter allows an interactive de®nition of the
graphical parameters. The user can thus freely modify
the values of all the parameters and the resulting graphic
is displayed in the `Graphics' window.
The main dialog window (Fig. 2B) allows a choice of the
input ®le and related parameters. The `Min/Max' window

(Fig. 2C) and the `Row & Col. selection' (Figs 2D±E)
windows provide control over content and format of the
graphic.
2.3.

HyperCard and WinPlus interface

A HyperCard (Macintosh version) or WinPlus (Windows
95 version) stack (ADE-4Base) can be used to launch the
modules. This stack also displays the ®les that are in the
current data folder, and provides a way to navigate through
two other stacks: ADE-4Data, and ADE-4Biblio.
ADE-4Data is a library of ca. 150 example data sets of
varying size that can be used for trial runs of data analysis
methods. Most of these data sets come from environmental
studies. ADE-4Biblio is a bibliography stack with more
than 800 bibliographic references on the statistical methods
and data sets available in ADE-4.
3. Data analysis methods

The data analysis methods available in ADE-4 will not be
presented here, due to lack of space. They are based on
the duality diagram (Cailliez and PageÁ s, 1976; Escou®er,
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Elements of the user interface of graphical modules. A: the Options menu serves to choose the type of graphic, and the Windows menu
can be used to choose one of the three parameter windows (B, C, D/E). The main dialog window (B) works in the same way as in computation
modules. The `Min/Max' window (C) allows the user to set the value of numerous graphic parameters, particularly the minimum and maximum of abscissas and ordinates, the number of horizontal and vertical graphics (for graphic collections), the graphical window width and
height, legend scale options, etc. The `Row & Col. selection' window (D and E) has two states (File and Keyboard), corresponding to the
method of entering the selection of rows, making a collection of graphics. In the File state (D), the user can choose a ®le containing the qualitative variable whose categories de®ne the groups of rows, and in the Keyboard state (E), the user must type in the numbers of the rows
belonging to each elementary graphic
Fig. 2.

1987). In many modules, Monte-Carlo tests (Good, 1993,
Chapter 13) are available to study the signi®cance of
observed structures.
3.1.

One-table methods

Three basic multivariate analysis methods can be applied
to one-table data sets (DoleÂ dec and Chessel, 1991). The corresponding modules are the PCA (principal components analysis) module for quantitative variables, the COA
(correspondence analysis) module for contingency tables
(Greenacre, 1984), and the MCA (multiple correspondence
analysis) module for qualitative (discrete) variables
(Nishisato, 1980; Tenenhaus and Young, 1985). A fourth
module, HTA (homogeneous table analysis) is intended for
homogeneous tables, i.e. tables in which all the values come
from the same variable (for example, a toxicity table containing the toxicity of some chemical compounds toward several
animal species, see Devillers and Chessel, 1995).
The DDUtil (duality diagram utilities) module provides
several interpretive aids that can be used with any of the

methods available in the ®rst four modules, namely: biplot
representation (Gabriel, 1971, 1981), inertia analysis for
rows and columns (particularly for COA, see Greenacre,
1984), supplementary rows and/or columns (Lebart et al.,
1984), and data reconstitution (Lebart et al., 1984).
The PCA module oers several options, corresponding to
dierent duality diagrams: correlation matrix PCA, covariance matrix PCA, non-centred PCA (Noy-Meir, 1973),
decentred PCA, partially standardized PCA (Bouroche,
1975), within-groups standardized PCA (DoleÂ dec and
Chessel, 1987). See Okamoto (1972) for a discussion of different types of PCA.
The COA module oers six options for correspondence
analysis (CA): classical CA, reciprocal scaling (Thioulouse
and Chessel, 1992), row weighted CA, internal CA (Cazes
et al., 1988), decentred CA (DoleÂ dec et al., 1995).
The MCA module oers two options for the analysis of
tables made of qualitative variables: Multiple Correspondence Analysis (Tenenhaus and Young, 1985) and Fuzzy
Correspondence Analysis (Chevenet et al., 1994; Castella
and Speight, 1996).
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3.2.

One table with spatial structures

Environmental data very often include spatial information
(e.g. the spatial location of sampling sites), and this
information is dicult to introduce in classical multivariate
analysis methods. The Distances module provides a way to
achieve this, by using a neighbouring relationship between
sites. See Lebart (1969) for a presentation of this approach
and Thioulouse et al. (1995) for a general framework based
on variance decomposition formulae. Also available in
this module are the Mantel test (Mantel, 1967), the principal coordinate analysis (Manly, 1994), and the minimum
spanning tree (Kevin and Whitney, 1972).
3.3.

One table with groups of rows

When a priori groups of individuals exist in the data table,
the Discrimin module can be used to perform a discriminant analysis (DA, also called canonical variate analysis),
and between-groups or within-groups analyses (DoleÂ dec
and Chessel, 1989). These three methods can be performed
after a PCA, a COA, or an MCA, leading to a great variety
of analyses. For example, in the case of DA, we can obtain
after a PCA, the classical DA (Mahalanobis, 1936; Tomassone et al., 1988), after a COA, the correspondence DA, and
after an MCA the DA on qualitative variables (Saporta,
1975; Persat et al., 1985). Monte-Carlo tests are available
to test the signi®cance of the between-groups structure.
3.4.

Linear regression

Three modules provide several linear regression methods.
These modules are UniVarReg (for univariate regression),
OrthoVar (for orthogonal regression), and LinearReg (for
linear regression). Here also, Monte-Carlo tests are available to test the results of these methods.
The UniVarReg module deals with two regression models:
polynomial regression and Lowess method (locally
weighted regression and smoothing scatterplots; Cleveland,
1979; Cleveland and Devlin, 1988).
The OrthoReg module performs multiple linear regression in the particular case of orthogonal explanatory variables. This is useful for example in PCR (principal
component regression; Nñs, 1984), or in the case of the projection on the subspace spanned by a series of eigenvectors
(Thioulouse et al., 1995).
The LinearReg module performs the usual multiple
linear regression (MLR), and the ®rst generation PLS
(partial least squares) regression (Lindgren, 1994). See
also Geladi and Kowalski (1986); HoÈ skuldsson (1988) for
more details on PLS regression.
3.5.
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based on projection onto vector subspaces (Takeuchi et
al., 1982). It has eleven options that perform complex
operations. The ®rst six options allow orthonormal bases
to be built on which the projections can be made. The last
®ve options provide several two-tables coupling methods,
and mainly PCAIV (PCA on Instrumental Variables)
methods. The `PCA on Instrumental Variables' option
can be used with any statistical triplet from the PCA,
COA and MCA modules, which corresponds for example
to methods like CAIV (correspondence analysis on instrumental variables, Lebreton et al., 1988a, 1988b, 1991) or
CCA (canonical correspondence analysis, ter Braak,
1987a, 1987b).

Two-tables coupling methods

One module is dedicated to two-tables coupling methods

3.6.

Coinertia analysis method

There are two modules for coinertia analysis: the Coinertia
module, which performs the usual coinertia analysis
(Chessel and Mercier, 1993; DoleÂ dec and Chessel, 1994;
Thioulouse and Lobry, 1995; Cadet et al., 1994), and the
RLQ module, which performs a three-table generalization
of coinertia analysis (DoleÂ dec et al., 1996).
3.7.

K-table analysis methods

Collections of tables (three-ways tables, or k-tables) can be
analysed with the STATIS module that features three
distinct methods: STATIS (Escou®er, 1980; Lavit, 1988;
Lavit et al., 1994), the partial triadic analysis (Thioulouse
and Chessel, 1987), and the analysis of a series of contingency tables (Foucart, 1978). The KTabUtil module
provides a series of three-ways table manipulation utilities:
k-table transposition, sorting, centring, standardization,
etc. Two generalizations of k-tables coinertia analysis are
also available.
4. Graphical representations

ADE-4 features 14 graphical modules, that fall broadly in
four categories: one dimensional graphics, curves, scatters,
and geographical maps. Most modules have the possibility
automatically to draw collections of graphics, corresponding to the columns of the data ®le (one graphic
for each variable), to groups of rows (one graphic for
each group), or to both (one graphic for each group and
for each variable). This feature is particularly useful in
multivariate analysis, where one always deals with many
variables and/or groups of samples. Moreover, several
modules have two versions, according to the way they treat
the collections: elementary graphics can be either simply
put side by side, or superimposed. Superimposition is
available in the modules with a name ending with the
`Class' sux.
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One dimensional graphics
classical `box and whiskers' displays, showing the median,
minimum and maximum.
The Graph1D module is intended for one dimensional data quartiles,
The
CurveClass
module acts in the same way as the
representation, such as the values of one factor score. It has Curves module, except
that the curves de®ned by the qualitwo options: histograms and labels. The histogram option tative variable are superimposed
same elementary
permits the overlay of an adjusted Gauss curve. The Labels graphic instead of being displayed inin the
several
graphics.
option draws regularly spaced labels that are connected by
The
CurveModels
module
allows
®tting
and
lines to the corresponding coordinates on the axis. The polynomial models. This module automaticallyLowess
®ts
a
model
columns and groups of rows corresponding to each elemen- for each elementary graphic in a collection.
tary graphic of a collection can be chosen by the user.
The Graph1DClass module is also intended for representing one dimensional data, but, as the `Class' sux
Scatters
indicates, for groups of rows and with the corresponding The most classical graphic in multivariate analysis is the
graphics superimposed instead of placed side by side. factor map. The Scatters module is designed to draw
Figure 3 shows an example of such graphic: each elemen- such graphics, with several options. The simplest option
tary graphic contains a collection of superimposed Gauss is Labels. For each point, a character string (label) is
curves. Each curve corresponds to one group of rows in positioned on the factor map (Fig. 4A).
the data table. The successive elementary graphics correTrajectories option utilizes the fact that the elements
spond to several partitions of the set of rows (i.e. to several areThe
ordered
(for example in the case of time series) by linkqualitative variables).
ing the points with a line (Fig. 4B).
The Stars option computes the gravity center of each
Curves
group of points and draws lines connecting each element
its gravity center (Fig. 4C).
The Curves module draws curves, i.e. a series of values to The
Ellipses option computes the means, variances and
(ordinates) are plotted along an axis (abscissa). It features covariance
of each group of points on both axes, and draws
four options: Lines, Bars, Steps and Boxes. Boxes are a corresponding
ellipse: the ellipse is centred on the means,
its width and height are given by the variances, and the
covariance sets the slope of the main axis of the ellipse
(Fig. 4D).
The Convex hulls option draws the convex hull of each
set of points (Fig. 4E). Ellipses and convex hulls are labelled
by the number of the group.
The Values option is slightly more complex. For each
point on the factor map, a circle or a square is drawn
with size proportional to the value of some attributes
(Fig. 4F). This technique is particularly useful to represent
data values on the factor map.
Lastly, the `Match two scatters' option can be used when
two sets of scores are available for the same points (this is
frequently the case in coinertia analysis and other two-table
coupling methods). An arrow is drawn connecting the point
in the ®rst set with that same point in the second set (Fig. 4G).
The ScatterClass module incorporates the Labels,
Trajectories, Stars, Ellipses and Convex hulls options. It
Example of graphic drawn with the Graph1DClass module:
superimposes the elementary graphics corresponding to
the eleven elementary graphics (numbered 1 to 11) correspond to
eleven qualitative variables. In each elementary graphic, the Gauss
separate groups. Figure 5 shows an example where eleven
curves represent the distribution of the samples belonging to the cateelementary graphics (corresponding to eleven qualitative
gories of each qualitative variable. For example, graphic number
variables) are represented. In each graphic, several convex
seven corresponds to the seventh qualitative variable, which has
hulls (corresponding to groups of points) are superimposed.
two categories. The two Gauss curves represent the mean and the
The points themselves are not drawn.
variance of the samples belonging to each of these two categories.
Only one quantitative variable of the data table is represented here.
The last module for scatter diagrams is ADEScatters
In this module, elementary graphics of a collection corresponding to
(Thioulouse,
1996). It is a dynamic graphic module. The
groups of rows are superimposed, while graphics corresponding to
user
can
perform
several actions that help to interpret the
the qualitative variables are placed side by side. Graphics correfactor map: searching, zooming, selecting sets of points, dissponding to other columns of the data table (quantitative variables)
would also be placed side by side
playing selected data values on the factor map.
4.1.

4.3.

4.2.

Fig. 3.
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Example of graphics drawn with the Scatters module: labels (A), trajectories (B), stars (C), ellipses (D), convex hulls (E), circles and
squares (F: circles are for positive values, squares for negative ones), and two scatters matching (G). The coordinates of points are given by
two columns chosen in a table. In this module, elementary graphics of a collection correspond to groups of rows, except for the circles and
squares option, in which they can correspond to groups of rows and also to the columns of the ®le containing the values to which circle and
square sizes are proportional (in this case, if there are k groups and p columns, the number of elementary graphics will be equal to k.p)
Fig. 4.

4.4.

Cartography modules

Four cartography modules are available in ADE-4. They
can be used to map either the initial (raw or transformed)
data, or the factor scores resulting from a multivariate
analysis.
The Maps module has three options: the Labels option

draws a label on the map at each sampling point, the Values
option draws circles (positive values) and squares (negative
values) with sizes proportional to the values of an attribute,
and the Neighbouring graph option draws the edges of a
neighbouring relationship between points.
The Levels module draws contour curves on the map
(Fig. 6A). It can be used with sampling points having any
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Example of graphic drawn with the ScatterClass module. As in Fig. 3, the eleven graphics correspond to eleven qualitative variables. The
convex hulls containing the points belonging to the categories of the qualitative variable are drawn in each elementary graphic. The dots corresponding to each point have not been drawn. Like the Scatters module, ScatterClass can also draw labels, trajectories, stars, and ellipses
Fig. 5.

distribution on the map: an interpolated regular grid is
computed before drawing. Contour curves are computed
by a lowess regression over a number of neighbours chosen
by the user (see Thioulouse et al., 1995 for a description and
example of use of this technique in environmental data
analysis).
The Areas module draws maps with grey level polygons
(Fig. 6B). It utilizes one ®le containing the coordinates of
the vertices of each of the areas making the map and a
second ®le giving the grey levels.
5. Conclusions

Example of graphic drawn with the Levels and the Areas
modules. The Levels module (A) draws contour curves with greylevel patterns that indicate the curve value. The Areas module (B)
draws grey level polygons on a geographical map. For both modules,
collections correspond to the columns of the table containing the
values displayed on the map (grey levels). Here, the seven contour
curve maps and the seven grey level area maps correspond to seven
columns of the data ®le
Fig. 6.

The computing power of micro-computers today is such
that the time needed to perform the computations of multivariate analysis is no longer a limiting factor. The limiting
factor is rather the amount of ®eld work needed to collect
the data. This fact has several consequences on multivariate
analysis software packages. Monte-Carlo-like methods
(permutation tests) can, and should be used much more
widely (Good, 1993 p. 8). Moreover, it is possible to use
an interactive approach to multivariate analysis, trying
several methods in just a few minutes. But this implies an
easy to use graphical user interface, particularly for
graphics programs, allowing the exploration of many
ways of displaying data structures (data values themselves
or factor scores). Trend surface analysis and contour curves
are valuable tools for this purpose. We also need graphical
software able to display simultaneously all the variables of
the dataset, and several groups of samples, corresponding
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to the experimental design (e.g. samples coming from
several regions). We have tried to address these points in
ADE-4.
One of the bene®ts of having a systematic approach to
elementary graphics collection in modules Graph1D,
Graph1DClass, Curves, CurveClass, Scatters, and ScatterClass is the possibility of drawing automatically all the
graphics of a k-table analysis (i.e. the graphics corresponding to the analyses of all the elementary tables).
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Availability

ADE-4 can be obtained freely by anonymous FTP to
biom3.univ-lyon1.fr, in the /pub/mac/ADE/ADE4 directory. Previous versions (up to version 3.7) have already
been distributed to many research laboratories in France
and other countries. A WWW (world-wide web) documentation and downloading page is available at: http://
biomserv.univ-lyon1.fr/ADE-4.html, which also provides
access to updates and user support through the ADEList
mailing list. A sub-set of ADE-4 can be used on line on
the Internet, through a WWW user interface called NetMul
(Thioulouse and Chevenet, 1996) at the following address:
http://biomserv.univ-lyon1.fr/NetMul.html.
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